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As a bulk bag manufacturer and supplier that deals with a variety of customers, each having their own

combination of products, processes and handling variables, it’s inevitable that we have experience

investigating bulk bag failures. At times, the issue comes down to factors beyond our control and sometimes

beyond our customer’s control. Oftentimes, handling plays a major factor in bulk bag failure either directly

or indirectly and it can be very difficult to pin down the root cause. Regardless of the scenario for your bulk

bag failure, we’ve streamlined 8 key steps that will help you and your supplier get to the bottom of the issue

quickly and efficiently to determine if it is, in fact, a quality issue and if so, how to gather the right

information to expeditiously resolve the issue.

Introduction:

Christopher (Chris) Wheeler is a Material Science Engineer at Conitex Sonoco USA, Inc. where he works in

the company’s Flexible Products Division, BulkSak®. Chris is responsible for identifying and advising on the

testing requirements for flexible intermediate bulk containers (FIBCs) on an individual project basis. He

works one-on-one with customers requiring customized packaging solutions to develop product

specifications for the customer’s individual usage requirements. A graduate of North Carolina State

University, Raleigh, NC, Chris has a Bachelor of Science degree in Textile Engineering with a concentration in

Product Development.

About the Author:
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Figure 1. How to successfully capture label information

Step 1 – Snap the Tag
First, and most importantly, snap a photo of the 

front and back of the bulk bag tag. This tag is 

should be sewn in at the top of your bulk bag 

panel and should have the name of the supplying 

company, date of manufacture, country of origin, 

and other information such as item number, 

order number, project number, inspection data 

and other relevant quality information. Be sure to 

get both sides of this tag because an inspection 

stamp may appear lighter than the normal 

printed data so look closely for information you 

and your supplier will need. Close-up photos of 

key data will help narrow down the lot/batch, etc. 

Step 2 – Snap the Bag
Snap some high-quality pictures of the bulk bag failure 

as well as some full bag photos to allow for orientation. 

Get a close-up shot of the area where the bulk bag 

material was compromised or failed.  Zoom in on any 

broken seams or webbing.  Does the photograph 

capture discoloration, marks or other unexplained 

irregularities visible to the naked eye?  

If bulk bag failure is a repeating issue, use your 

smartphone to take a video of your bulk bag in use 

throughout the filling and handling process and invite 

the supplier to your plant to observe the issue first-

hand.

If you have secondary suppliers, or perhaps bought some bulk bags you found on clearance to tide you over until your 

next order came in, verifying the information on the tag will help ensure that you contact the supplier who provided 

you the FIBC. If your bulk bag has been going strong without issue but suddenly begins having FIBC failures, that may 

be an indicator that there could be a different bulk bag that may have gotten mixed in so check those tags carefully.

Figure 2. How to successfully capture bag failure photo

Figure 2 a.  Close-up photo Figure 2 b.  Full photo
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Step 3 – Grab the Bag
Don’t throw the damaged bulk bag away! Hold on

to the FIBC until you have sent your supplier a

photo of the bulk bag label (from step 1) and they

have confirmed that the bag came from them or

their supply chain. Then, send the bag back to

your supplier for testing and analysis. They can

test the fabric weight and check the threading,

sewing methods, and make various other

observations to hone in on any deficiencies in the

design, quality of the material used or the bulk

bag’s manufacturing process..

Figure 3 a. Do not dispose 
of damaged bulk bag

Figure 3 b. Return FIBC to supplier

Step 4 – Photograph the Environment
If possible, take a photo of the bag at the time of damage or failure. Be sure to capture the surroundings. This step

allows you and your supplier to observe any potential hazards that may have inadvertently caused damage to the

FIBC. Again, taking a video of the filling and handling process could be very useful in this step.

Figure 4. How to successfully capture an FIBC production environment
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Step 5 – Grab Your Clipboard!
Interview the material handlers, the production staff,

the line operators and anyone who came in contact

with the bulk bag during its use. Take notes and send

this to your supplier.

See page 7 & 8 for important questions to cover

during your interviews.

Step 6 – Handling and Storage Matter!
Take a photo of where and how your bulk bags are stored before and after filling. Are your filled bags being stored

outside before sending to your end customer? If so, did they pick up moisture or additional weight that may

compromise the bulk bag?

Verify that line operators and warehouse staff are handling your bulk bags per the instructions provided on the

label and per FIBCA’s safe handling guidelines.

Figure 6. How to successfully capture an FIBC storage and handling environment

Figure 5. How to successfully interview staff
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Step 7 – Check your Specs
Grab a copy of your bulk bag specifications and

check the FIBC tag to ensure that you are using

the correct bulk bag for the product being filled.

Your tag won’t show all of the specifications, but

should at least indicate the safe working load

rated for your bulk bag as well as the dimensions

of your FIBC. Did someone accidentally grab the

wrong size bulk bag during production? It

happens!

Once again, this is where saving the faulty bag is

useful. If the problem isn’t obvious, your bulk bag

supplier can check the bulk bag against its

specifications more expertly and thoroughly.

Step 8 – Protect Your Bag
Ensure your bulk bags are protected from possible rips, 

tears, or other snags from your production 

environment or the pallets you use. You can use 

protective sheets made from plastic, fabric, or 

corrugated material between stacked bags and 

especially between the bulk bag and pallet. Or, better 

yet, use special pallets designed specifically for stacking 

bulk bags to avoid damage from forklifts or tipping.

Learn more about our Firmaload bulk bag pallet here: 

https://www.conitex.com/bulk-bag-pallets

Figure 7. How to successfully review your specifications

Figure 8 a. Use a pallet specially designed for stacking bulk bags.

Figure 8 b. Bulk bag pallets provide stability to stacked FIBCs. 

https://www.conitex.com/bulk-bag-pallets
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Interview Questions:

The following questions can be applicable to your customer or end-user 
location or your own production location:

1. When did you first notice this problem? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Is this a recurring issue (does it happen with every bulk bag?) 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Have you changed FIBC supplier?   Yes /  No 

If yes, when? ______________________________________________________________________________

4. Have you changed FIBC design?   Yes /  No 

If yes, when? ______________________________________________________________________________

5. Has anything changed in your operation recently?
a) Equipment change?   Yes  /   No

b) Personnel change?    Yes  /   No

c) Change in filling process?   Yes  /   No

d) Change in discharge process?    Yes  /   No

e) Change in the handling process?    Yes  /   No

f) Change in handling equipment?     Yes  /   No

g) Change in storage? (subjected to snow, rain, moisture, etc.) Yes  /   No

h) Change in transportation? Yes  /   No

If yes, when and what? __________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Has anything changed with your product?

a) Bulk density?     Yes  /  No

b) Particle size? Yes  /  No

c) Target weight per bag? Yes  /  No   

If yes, when and what? __________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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If you have a specific issue try to focus on all of the variables surrounding that issue.  For example, if it’s a broken lift

loop focus on how that loop is handled individually as well as in tandem with the other loops.  Is the FIBC being lifted 

with all four lift loops?  Did you recently purchase a new forklift or switch the forklift being used for transporting your 

bulk bags?  

If it’s a seam failure, is this a one-off occurrence or a recurring issue?  If it’s a sifting issue, ask questions surrounding 

the handling of the bulk bag during transport and filling.  

FIBCA has a recent video 6 Critical Points for Storing and Transporting FIBCs.  As well as their video on the 7 Critical 

Points for Filling and Emptying FIBCs

Tips for Narrowing the Investigation:

Also, always be familiar with FIBCAs Safe Handling

and Storage Guidelines. You can download their

free brochure here:

https://www.conitex.com/fibc-storage-and-transport
https://www.conitex.com/fibc-filling-and-emptying
https://www.conitex.com/fibc-filling-and-emptying
https://www.conitex.com/fibc-storage-and-transport
https://www.conitex.com/hubfs/00-Conitex-Oct-2017/brochures/Flexible/FIBCA%20Materials/FIBC_Handling_Guidelines_PrintVer.pdf?hsLang=en-us
https://www.conitex.com/hubfs/00-Conitex-Oct-2017/brochures/Flexible/FIBCA%20Materials/FIBC_Handling_Guidelines_PrintVer.pdf?hsLang=en-us
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Nothing is better than observing and documenting a bulk bag failure issue in person. Photographs only tell part of the 

story.  If you are working with a reputable supplier, they will very likely want to come to your plant or to your 

customer’s to do their own audit.  Invite your bulk bag supplier to visit you or your customer to analyze the issue. 

They may not only uncover the issue related to the bag failure, but they may also offer design changes to improve 

efficiencies for the way your bag is handled, filled, discharged or stored.  Read our blog about The Importance of Site 

Visits to Bulk Bag Design to understand more.

It’s your supplier’s job to stay current on all of these regulations and more to ensure your bulk bag’s safety, quality 

and compliance so lean on their expertise to help you identify the issue even if you feel you’ve been able to make 

some valuable discoveries in this process.  

If you need help from our team here at Conitex Sonoco, we are more than happy to have one of our highly trained 

staff contact you to learn more.  

Call in the Professionals

Help Me Solve My Quality 
Issue… on the Double!

https://www.conitex.com/conitex-blog/the-importance-of-site-visits-to-bulk-bag-design
https://www.conitex.com/bulk-bag-quality-consultation
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BulkSak® by Conitex Sonoco is a US manufacturer and 
distributor of bulk bags with a centrally located plant in 
Malvern, Arkansas USA and headquarters in Gastonia, 
North Carolina USA.  BulkSak offers a broad selection of 
FIBC products domestically, with access to a world-wide 
manufacturing network. We have served over 1,000 
customers in more than 50 countries over the last three 
decades. BulkSak employs our own in-country sourcing 
managers to better meet customer expectations for 
quality, specifications and cost. The only thing more 
dependable and trustworthy than our products is our 
company.

With a global network of manufacturers and 
warehousing facilities, we ensure the highest quality 
materials, strict compliance to customer specifications, 
and on-time delivery, all at a very competitive cost. We 
also offer technical design and development expertise to 
enhance your existing products or develop new 
products to meet your business goals.  

Contact us today at:
Conitex Sonoco USA, Inc. 
1302 Industrial Pike, Gastonia, NC 28052 
704-833-1353 
www.conitex.com 
info@conitex.com  

Let us carry the bulk of your business!

http://www.conitex.com/
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